
Agreement №__________ 

About rendering tourist services 

“___”_____________20___                                                                                                      Dushanbe 

 

 “TOURISM PROMOTION BOARD ” hereinafter called “Tourist Agency” in face of Director Yorov D. D. 
(license № 0000041 from the 15th of February 2011) from one side and a citizen of _________________ 
hereinafter called “Tourist” from the other side concluded current agreement about the following: 

1. General provisions 

1. “Tourist Agency” is a receiving party and provides a “Tourist” tour services on conditions of the 
current contract. 
- Kind of the tour: ascend of Korjenevskaya (7105m) and (or) Somoni Peak (7495m) 
- Duration of the tour from _________________ to _________________ 20___ year 

 
2. Responsibility of the parties 

 
2.1. “Tourist Agency” is a receiving party and provides a “Tourist” tour services on conditions of the 

current contract. 
- Meeting and seeing off at the airport (a border). 
- Transfer. 
- Hotel accommodation. 
- Preparation of documents (registration in Visa and Registration for Foreigners Office, 

permits, ecology, border crossing and etc.) at extra cost. 
- Transfer provident. 
- Rendering connection service. 
- Services of the mountain guides. 
- Rent of the alpinist equipment and house-holding subjects. 
- Doctor, safeguard when needed (organization of the emergency flight to the victim’s point) 

only on conditions of the insurance policy presence or independent payment relative to the 
emergency. 

- Service personnel. 
2.2.  “Tourist” is responsible for: 

- Full payment expenses relative to the tour overall ___________________________ 
- Agree possibility of the route changes 3 days ahead with the “Tourist Agency”. 
- Follow all the instructions of the mountain guide on the rules and requirements relative to the 

mountain  sport tourism and alpinism. 
- Follow the requirements of the nature and ecology protection. 
- Provide safeness of the given and trusted agency’s property. 
- Follow the rules of the Republic of Tajikistan about staying of the foreign citizens in a 

territory of the Republic of Tajikistan. 
- Confirm the “Tourist Agency” about the regrets from the tour and necessity of  leaving the 

Republic of Tajikistan 3 days ahead and cover all related expenses. 
- Permanently keep in touch with the “Tourist Agency” during the tour period. 

 
 
 



3. Other conditions 
 

1. Mountaineering is a kind of an active rest in mountains, potentially dangerous for health and even 
life of anyone from the participants of the ascends up in the mountains. 

2. The combination of natural risk factors (avalanche, steepness of slopes, complexity, variable 
condition of snow within the limits of the same slope on it’s different plots, zones of the 
increased icing of slopes, overcoming of a various types of  a relief ) ice, snow, rocks, moraines, 
rock falls, fast modification of weather conditions up in mountains)) and other risk factors 
requires from each participant of an ascent an increased attention, caution and a mutual respect. 

3. Each participant, realizing above mentioned risk factors, at will, in full mind and really evaluating 
the level of the natural and psychological preparation, makes an ascend and is responsible for the 
operations by himself/herself. Every mountaineer must have personal mountaineering equipment 
and  a medical insurance. 

4. Authority of the “Tourist Agency” on its side equips the places of increased danger with the fixed 
ropes, has its own constant active saving detachment and provides the first extra medical 
assistance. 

5. Authority of the Base Camp warns about special avalanche danger of the slope part  of  the 
Somoni Peak situated on the Borodin edge at an altitude of 4600-4700m (so-called “pillow”) and 
recommend to pass this part as fast as possible. It’s categorically forbidden for the group to move 
along this dangerous part. 

6. Authority of the “Tourist Agency” prohibits going out of the Base Camp territory without rescue 
party registration. 

7. Authority of the “Tourist Agency” is not responsible, but does its best to provide  the rescue – 
transporting activities for the climbers.  

8. “Tourist” guarantees the insurance policy or independent payment of expenses  relative to the 
emergency (organization of the emergency flight to the victim’s point). 

9. If the “Tourist” breaks the current agreement responsibilities it will free the “Tourist Agency” 
from any responsibility. 

10. Questions and disputes on the agreement will be solved under the laws of the Republic of 
Tajikistan.  

 

“Tourist Agency”                                                                                     “Tourist” 

TOURISM PROMOTION BOARD                                                           ___________________ 

 Tajikistan, Dushanbe,                                                                 ___________________ 
                                          
Str Dustii Halqho 47, off. 21                                                               ___________________ 
       
________________________                                                          “____” __________20__       
Director Yorov D.D. 
 

 


